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QUESTION 1

Which two options are valid uses of the XML Configuration interface? (Choose two.) 

A. Install a portlet. 

B. Clone a skin module. 

C. Delete a shared library. 

D. Back up an IBM WebSphere Portal server configuration. 

E. Export all property files from a WebSphere Portal server. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 2

When developing with IBM Web Sphere Portal 8.5 themes, which parameter for the r:datasource tag will help speed up
development by requiring fewer server restarts? 

A. max-age 

B. theme-uri 

C. reloadlnterval 

D. reloadingEnabled 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: DB2 data source, automatic client reroute enabled, restart admin 

 

QUESTION 3

Which feature of the Theme Optimization Analyzer portlet will analyze the theme and its components for known issues
and then report the number of errors, warnings and informational messages? 

A. Reports 

B. Validation Reports 

C. Development Mode 

D. Remote Debugging 

Correct Answer: B 

Validation reports Use the validation portlet to verify that your theme contains no errors. The validation report analyzes
your theme and theme components for known issues and reports the number of errors, warnings, and informational
messages. It also includes a detailed explanation about how to fix the errors that occur. 
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QUESTION 4

Ella developed a custom application object to extend the Personalization engine with a custom user attribute. The
custom class was packaged into a JAR file archive and placed on the server. Then, the portal was restarted. What must
Ella do before she can create a business rule using the new user attribute? 

A. Add the attribute directly to the page. 

B. Add a Resource Collection to the Personalization engine. 

C. Add the Application Object to the Personalization engine. 

D. "Show Rule Mappings" needs to be enabled on the portlet. 

Correct Answer: C 

An application object is a java object existing at a known location in the request context. Defining an application object
involves specifying the object\\'s class name (as a JavaTM class), and specifying a key (string key into a session
attribute) to find it in the request context. Personalization 

 

QUESTION 5

James is developing a portlet and wants to share the cache entry across all users upon certain conditions. 

What is a valid way to accomplish his goal? 

A. Add the conditions in the doView method and set the cache scope to public in the request. 

B. Add the conditions in the doview method and set the cache scope to public in the response. 

C. Add the conditions in the doHeade rs method and set the cache scope to public in the request. 

D. Add the conditions in the doHeaders method and set the cache scope to public in the response. 

Correct Answer: D 
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